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DRY & WET Matting 
with SAM SFP Silicone Finishing Powder Microsphere Matting Powder Blend

Dry or Wet refers to the application method, terms introduced by Tom McLaughlin. 
Dry Matting is when matting powder is applied to silicone dry like a face powder. 
Wet Matting is when matting powder is applied over a fresh layer of wet silicone to 
permanently bond matting powder to the silicone.

BASIC HOW TO:

DRY 
Apply Dry like face powder with a brush, latex-free sponge or powder puff. 
Work into creases, detail and silicone pores. 
Remove excess powder with moist sponge and/or brush.
Let dry.

WET 
Apply very thin layer of fresh silicone to area being matted.
Apply Powder on top of this of fresh silicone with a brush or latex-free sponge.
Let to set. This can be a few hours to overnight, depending on the silicone. 
Remove excess with a moist sponge and/or brush. Some like to give a bath.
Let dry. 

Before Use: Shake matting powder to fluff it up and distribute particles. 
Smaller, heavier particles settle on standing. 

Wear Protective Garments, Protective Eyewear, latex-free Gloves, Particle Mask or Respirator. 
If you are sensitive, put a hand lotion on exposed skin as a barrier to prevent contact. Wash 
well after use. Lay silicone piece to be matted on a piece of paper or in a plastic tub to catch 
excess powder to save for reuse. Work in a low draft workspace. A large cardboard box or tent 
to work in is a good idea.

Practice Makes Perfect: No matter how many videos you’ve watched and articles you’ve read, 
practice Wet matting FIRST on silicone scraps or siliconized paper before attempting to Wet 
matte a doll. This will give you experience with the materials you are using. Become familiar 
with the materials, working times and application until you feel confident the results are what 
you want to see on your doll. The cost of practice materials is minimal compared to a painted 
silicone doll that could be ruined.

Siliconized Paper: To practice on. To see what your work will look and feel like on silicone 
without the possibility of ruining a painted doll blank. It’s cheaper than silicone scraps. You can 
make it yourself. It’s easy. Simply coat paper with a thin layer (or 2) of silicone using a brush or 
sponge, let cure, and do matting tests on that. Silicone can be translucent or tinted skin tone.
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DRY MATTING:

Dry Matting is easy. Simply apply, rub it in, brush or sponge off excess. SAM SFP can be 
applied Dry at any time for maintenance, after a bath and before putting on a new outfit. SFP 
can be applied Dry over “Wet” matted silicone. Work in a low draft workspace. At the very 
least, wear a particle mask and latex-free gloves. Work over a piece of paper to save excess 
for reuse. Apply with a fluffy powder brush, ‘mop’ brush, 1” chip brush, velour powder puff or 
latex-free sponge. Gently work it into silicone pores and creases. Remove excess with a dry 
brush, powder puff or sponge over paper to reuse. Go over surface with a brush or sponge 
moistened with water to remove any remaining excess. Let dry. 

WET MATTING:

Applied ‘wet’, microsphere matting powder can almost disappear. The idea is to put matting 
powder on a thin layer of wet silicone with a portion of the particles sticking in the silicone and 
a portion sticking out. This gives a more permanent finish than when used dry. 

The most common mistake with “wet” matting is using too much silicone for the bonding coat. 
This can result in crusty clumps of matting powder and a thick finish. VERY LITTLE SILICONE 
IS NEEDED. Some people thin the silicone 50/50 with solvent to help ensure a thin layer is 
applied. Others are good at applying silicone thin enough at it’s original viscosity without need 
to add any solvent. This is why PRACTICING with your materials is so important to acquire the 
needed skills. 

Arms, legs and head of a partial doll set can be suspended by string or wire and silicone 
coated and matted in their entirety in one operation.

Matting full body silicone dolls can be a challenge. If the plug from the pouring hole on top of 
the head is intact, a full body silicone baby can be hung from that by a wire or string for matting 
“in the round” in one operation. Otherwise a full body doll can can placed on a sheet of paper 
and matted in two sessions: back, let cure, flip over then do the front. If you are careful not to 
leave drips of silicone where the 2 matting applications meet and overlap the 2nd application a 
little bit, it’s often next to impossible to see where they join.

Use translucent silicone like Psycho Paint, Dragon Skin 10, Platsil 10 or silicone caulking. 

It’s recommended to thin with a silicone solvent in equal parts (50/50). Smooth-On Novocs is 
fastest, SAM OSS, naphtha, Bob Ross thinner etc are slower. Apply liberally with a 1 inch chip 
brush, getting it into every crack and crevice. With a fresh brush go over entire surface 
removing as much wet silicone as possible, wiping brush on paper towel to clean it if 
necessary. With a latex-free sponge STIPPLE, patting lightly over the entire surface, removing 
any remaining excess, removing any puddles in creases and evening out the silicone all over. 
Clean brushes in solvent for reuse.

Some silicones are thicker than others. Some will want to sit for a short time to thicken a bit 
before applying matting powder. Medium time setting 2-part silicones like Psycho Paint, Gel 10 
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and Dragon Skin 10 medium benefit from being let to sit for 20 minutes or so before matting 
powder application. 1-part silicones like GE Silicone 1 silicone caulking, Silicone Art Materials 
SAM-32 and Smooth-On Silpoxy come as a thick paste and do not need time to thicken. With 
fast set 2-part and all 1-part silicones, application of silicone and matting powder must be fast, 
all in under 5-10 minutes.

Do matting over a piece of paper to save excess powder for reuse. 
At the very least, wear a particle mask and latex-free gloves.

Pour some matting powder in a cup and load a fresh 1” chip brush or powder brush from that. 
Load the brush amply with powder and apply to the wet silicone with a light tapping motion, 
barely touching the surface, to avoid getting silicone on the brush as much as possible. Keep 
the brush full of powder and continue this until the surface of the silicone is fully covered in 
powder. Once fully covered, lightly tap the brush on the powder coated silicone to force the 
powder into intimate contact with the wet silicone. Allow to sit undisturbed until cured, overnight 
is safe. Clean brushes in solvent for reuse.

Some like giving the freshly matted doll a bath to remove excess matting powder. Baby 
shampoo or dish detergent is OK to use. Pat dry with a towel rather than rub dry. Others like 
using a brush or sponge wet with water to remove excess matting powder. 

GENERAL NOTES:

Fresh silicone can be applied on top of matting to add gloss on selected areas like lips. 
Firmer silicones retain gloss longer than soft silicones.

For maintenance, more SFP can be applied Dry on high abrasion areas, like face, hands, feet, 
arms and legs. Clothes slip on and off easier without worry of abrading or chaffing. 

SFP Microsphere Matting Powder works well silicone previously matted with FuseFX WS Matting 
Powder, icing sugar, baking soda, fumed silica, talc or cornstarch. 

Pieces finished with SFP can be painted over and re-matted. Tonality can be adjusted and 
paint colors ‘punched up’ to offset any effect matting may have on skin tones. Then re-matted. 

Jennie Lee of Wee Babies Nursery was first to ‘wet’ matt silicone dolls with SFP
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